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JBO GAUGES SUCCESS
Stocdon Limited, Tooling Specialists in Cheltenham, offer Europe’s premier line of precision thread gauges;
over 70,000 items, from Stock.

As you can see from our NEW website, we can deliver more than 7,000 different thread dimensions and
tolerances, covering all kinds of threads from 1 to 250 mm diameter. All are high precision and have
enormous resistance to wear.
3 x Perfect
Going one step further, the development of MultiCheck dramatically cuts the time taken in checking threads
over a specified depth by measurement with a depth gauge. The MultiCheck has a depth measuring sleeve
which is screwed in and the depth up to 4 x nominal thread diameter can be read easily off the sleeve; if this is
not sufficient, there’s a Vernier MultiCheck with 0.1mm resolution, or a digital readout MultiCheck with 0.01mm
are available.
Up for the job
Extremely hard-wearing, their line of TiCN coated, calibrated HSS Thread Plug Limit gauges are the choice for
10 x gauge life, excellent anti-friction properties, and reduced checking. You can be assured that all JBO
Thread Gauges come calibrated and certified by DKD (UKAS) which is the internationally recognized,
accredited procedure that JBO use. Stocdon are happy to supply further information regarding DKD/UKAS
testing/calibration.

Quality Matters
Providing better than average tooling for over 70 years, JBO of Germany have been successfully making high
quality Thread Gauges. Continual development of grinding and lapping techniques has resulted in aboveaverage surface finish of the thread flanks, so JBO thread gauges are particularly good because of their high
precision and enormous resistance to wear. The bottom line of course can only be quality.
The attraction for Stocdon as sole UK agents is that, as with all of our tooling, knowing that quality is top
priority for manufacturers such as JBO, we can safely assure our customers that they have purchased great,
cost-effective, problem-free equipment.
And our customers, from engineering merchants to valve industry to motorsport to aerospace all agree that
“…Stocdon have the largest thread gauge programme ever seen of standard products, with quick delivery,
too”, and “…the best prices in the UK, with Plug Gauges less 20% and Ring Gauges less 45 – 50% of market
prices.”
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The mere name of JBO throughout Europe is proof enough that these gauges are manufactured, calibrated
and distributed in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001, conforming to national and international standards.
Inspection and documentation are carried out at high-tech measuring machines in climate-controlled conditions
separately from production.
Stocdon, as tooling specialists, are proud to be associated with JBO of Germany, who consistently provide
us and our customers the very best in Thread Gauges, Thread Milling tools & Dies.
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